Mortgage Loans For Homes

To Help Build
Birmingham

Our Mortgage Department is now offering a number of especially attractive loans in the Birmingham vicinity. There is a place to meet the exact requirements of every borrower—long term loans, short term loans, monthly installment loans, and many others. Lowest prevailing interest rates and adequate appraisals are other notable features.

Come in and let us discuss these various plans with you. There is no obligation whatever.

Safety Deposit Boxes As Low as One Dollar Per Year

The Meaning of the Word
PROTECTION

Many times a newspaper reporter can tell whether the driver of an automobile is protected by insurance . . . (reporters must find this out for their story). Their (the drivers') calmness establishes this fact.

Day in and day out the sirens blow and calls attention to the thoughtful how frequent and unexpected accidents occur nowadays. No knowing who will be next.

If you are not fully protected it is due your family and dependents to insure without further delay. There is no logic in taking such a chance. Insure with us and be ASSURED of PROMPT ADJUSTMENT.